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We treat situations in which independent structurally identical decision problems 
are to be faced either simultaneously or serially. Recent work on such compound 
decision problems has centered on finding procedures that satisfy the strengthened 
asymptotic optimality property of Gilliland and Hannan (Ann. Math. Statist. 40 
(1969), 1536-1541) and on providing decision rules that at once satisfy an 
admissibility property and the classical asymptotic optimality property. We suggest 
a simplified method of accomplishing the first of these goals in general situations 
and then provide decision rules for finite state components simultaneously 
admissible and satisfying the strengthened optimality property. 
1. NOTATION AND GENERALITIES 
We consider a component decision problem with states 0 E 0 indexing 
possible distributions P, of an observation X, possible actions Q E J/, loss 
function L(0, a) > 0 and decision rules d(X), measurable functions mapping 
X to ~2. The risk of a decision rule d when state 0 holds will be denoted by 
R(B, d) = IL(0, d(x)) dP,(x) and for a signed measure G on 8, R(G, d) will 
abbreviate s R(8, d) dG(0). d, will stand for a Bayes rule versus G in the 
component problem and R(G) will denote the minimum Bayes risk against 
G, R(G, d,). 
Our primary interest in this paper is in good decision procedures in 
situations in which one is faced either simultaneously or serially with N 
independent problems each having the above structure. The notions of the p 
construct of Gilliland and Hannan [5] are particularly useful in describing 
the structure and asymptotic risk performance of the compound rules we will 
suggest, and we will therefore.briefly review those ideas. 
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For an integer k 2 1 the p decision problem has states 
11 = (tt, , t/2,“., Vk) E Qk 
indexing possible distributions P,, = P,, x P,, x . . s P,, of a k vector of obser- 
vations X = (Xi ,..., X,), possible actions Q E ~4 and a loss function defined 
by Lk(q, a) = L(vk, a). Decision rules in the p decision problem are 
measurable functions 6(X) mapping X into &‘, whose risk when state q 
holds is Rk(q, 6) = 1 Lk(q, 6(x)) tip,,(x). In notation similar to that of the 
component problem, for G a signed measure on Qk, Rk(G, 6) will abbreviate 
I R “h4 Wtl)t 60 will stand for a Bayes rule versus G and Rk(G) will 
denote Rk(G, So). Remark 1 of Gilliland and Hannan [5] is one of the most 
useful facts about the r* problem. Namely, if G* is the marginal distribution 
of G on any ordered subset of coordinates (i,,..., i,), where i, = k, 
Rk(G) < R’(G,). The inequality is typically strict unless G is of a product 
form and the difference between Rk(G) and R’(G,) can be substantial, as 
was demonstrated, for example, by Ballard and Gilliland [l] for a simple 
two state classification component with k = 2 and I= 1. 
A situation where one must make N component decisions requires 
additional notation. For 8, the state holding in problem i we let 
9, = (4, e,, .. . . 4) 
and if a = (a,, a2,..., a,) is a vector of positive integers we use 8, as an 
abbreviation for (8,, , 0, *,..., f3,,). In what follows we will distinguish between 
the so-called set and sequence versions of the compound problem. In the set 
version of the problem decision rules are sequences 
6 = (4(X), J,(X),..., 4vm 
of measurable functions, each S,(X) mapping the Ph distributed’ vector of 
observations X = (Xi ,..., X,) to a,, an action to be taken in the ith problem. 
In the sequence version decision rules are sequences 
of measurable functions, each 6, mapping the PO, distributed Xi = (Xi ,..., Xi) 
to ai. Control of the N problem average risk 
in the set case or 
(2) 
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in the sequence case by choice of 6 is the goal of compound decision theory. 
The classical optimality criterion for compound procedures is of course 
that (1) (or (2)) be near R(E,), where E, is the empiric distribution of 
e ,,..., B,,,. Recently interest has centered on finding decision procedures 
satisfying the classical optimality criterion which simultaneously satisfy an 
admissibility property (see, e.g., Copas [3], Inglis [lo], Gilliland et al. [8], 
and Vardeman [ 181) and on decision procedures satisfying a strengthened 
optimality criterion (see, e.g., Johns [ 111, Ballard et al. [2], Vardeman [ 171, 
Nogami [ 121, and Cover and Shenhar [4]). In this paper we first make some 
comments suggesting a simplified method of achieving the strengthened 
asymptotic optimality property for general component problems. We then 
turn to the problem of combining these two objectives, that is, providing 
admissible procedures satisfying the strengthened optimality property in 
finite state situations. 
2. ~-EXTENDED RISK OBJECTIVES AND BOOTSTRAP RULES 
The classical asymptotic objective for (1) or (2) is motivated by the fact 
that the minimum risk of a compound procedure of the form 
6 = (4X,), 4&L 4X,)), 
where d is a fixed component decision rule, is R(E,,,), where E, is the empiric 
distribution of 8 i ,..., 0,. This minimum is attained by the (unvailable) choice 
of d as dEN. Typical set compound procedures with risk near R(E,) have 
been bootstrap rules of the form 6 = (ds,(X,),..., dkJX,)), where 8, is an 
estimate of E, based on X, (or possibly (Xi ,..., Xi-i, Xi+, ,..., X,) in the ith 
component). And rules of the form 6 = (dg,(X,), dk2(X2),..., di,(X,)) have 
been studied in the sequence problem where Bi is an estimate of Ei based on 
Xi (or possibly Xi-,) (see Robbins [ 131, Hannan [9], Van Ryzin [ 15, 161, 
etc.). 
To introduce a k-extended objective for (1) or (2) in more generality than 
has been standard, for an integer k > 1 and each i= l,..., N let a, = 
(ai, , ai 9-9 aik) be an ordered set of k distinct integers with aik = i and each 
1 < aij Q N. Letting X,, denote (Xai, ,..., X,,) we consider compound decision 
rules of the form 6 = (6(X,,), 6(X,,),..., 8(X,)) for 6 a fixed mapping of k 
observations into &. It is straightforward to verify that the risk of a 
procedure of this form is Rk(E,(a), a), where E,(a) is the empiric 
distribution of 9 ,,,, 8 a2,..., 8,. The minimum of this function of 6 is Rk(E,(a)), 
attained by the (again unavailable) choice of 6 as BENfa). Since EN is the 
marginal on the last coordinate of E,(a) it is immediate from the previously 
mentioned remark of Gilliland and Hannan that Rk(E,(a)) < R(E,). It is 
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R&(E,(a)) that we adopt as our asymptotic ojective for the risk of compound 
procedures. 
We should mention that only one type of a has to date been studied in the 
literature and that is the instance where for i > k a, = (i - k + l,..., i - 1, i). 
While this is perhaps a natural choice (the risk objective is then the risk of a 
best fixed function using Ximk+,,..., Xi to make decision i) it is in no sense 
the “best” choice (nor, as we shall see in the next section, even the most 
useful choice). For example, consider the simple two state classification 
component studied by Ballard and Gilliland, where 0 = { 1,2} = -c9, P, is 
the normal (-1, 1) distribution, P, is the normal (1, 1) distribution and 
L(r3, a) = Z[t9 # a]. If for k = 2 we compare the usual choice of a 
(ai = (i - 1, i)) t oonewherea:=(i-l,i)wheniisevenandaT=(i+l,i) 
when i is odd we find that for 8, of the type (1,2,2, 1, 1, 2,2, l,...) use of 
Table 1 of Ballard and Gilliland [l] shows R*(E,(a*)) z 0.079 while 
~*04,4aN = 0.159 = R(E,). Of course for other types of 8, the situation 
can be shown to be reversed, that is, R*(E,(a)) < R’(E,(a*)), but the point 
is that the usual choice of a has no claim to primacy. (For an application of 
k-extended risk objectives to a situation where the N decision problems are 
most naturally arrayed in two dimensions rather than one and for k > 1 no 
one dimensional ordering of the problems makes the usual choice “most 
natural.” See Swain ef al. [ 141.) 
Returning to the mainstream of our discussion, once one recognizes the k- 
extended risk objective for (1) or (2) as the minimum Bayes risk in the fk 
decision problem versus a distribution E,,,(a), analogy with the solutions 
usually offered for the k = 1 (unextended) versions of the compound problem 
suggests possible solutions for general k versions of the problem. Set 
compound rules making decision 6 r+N(a)(Xai) in problem i, where &(a) is an 
estimate of E,(a) based on the Xmi (perhaps deleting X, from use in the 
estimate for the ith decision), may have risk near Rk(E,(a)). And provided 
(at least for i > k) each entry of ai is less than or equal to i, sequence 
compound rules making decision r&,(.,(X,,) in problem i, where &(a) is an 
estimate of E,(a) based on X,, ,..., Xai (or perhaps only on X,, ,..., X0,-,), may 
be asymptotic solutions of the k-extended problem. 
These ideas have been exploited in the set problem only by Nogami [ 121 
and Swain et al. [ 141 but have seen wider application in the sequence 
version. Review of the k-extended sequence cornRound literature shows that 
establishing useful upper bounds for (2) - Rk(E,(a)) for the usual choice of 
a contains a technical difficulty not present in the k = 1 version. That is, 
while X, ,..., Xi, from which one typically estimates Ei, are independent, 
X =,,..., Xai, from which one would estimate E,(a), are dependent. This 
complication has in some instances caused loss or weakening of rate due to 
the application of k dependent limit theorems and in other cases necessitated 
more complicated proofs than those used in the k = 1 version. We suggest a 
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method of producing solutions to k-extended problems for a class of a 
including the usual choice, which reduces the problem of showing 
convergence of risk to Rk(E,(a)) to the application of unextended arguments. 
For many reasonable choices of a it will be possible to identify a partition 
of the indices 1 to N into a fixed number p of classes, say, g,, @?* ,..., %Z$, such 
that if both i and j belong to a qm and i fj then Xai and X, are independent. 
Returning, for example, to the k = 2, 0 = { 1,2} case of Ballard and 
Gilliland, for the usual a we may take p = 2 and gI = {odd integers between 
1 and N) and gz = {even integers between 1 and N}, a choice which also 
works for the a* offered as an alternative to a. 
One may then essentially separate the original compound problem into p 
subproblems corresponding to the classes of indices g,. For example, in a 
set problem one might use a decision rule that in each problem i E ST!?= 
decides &+&Xai), where e,,,(a) is an estimate of EN,,,(a), the empirical 
distribution of {tIaj such that j E %‘,,} based on the corresponding set of X, 
(possibly deleting X,J. The hope would then be to use unextended techniques 
applied to p separate compound problems now with Tk problem as the 
component problem to show that for each m the total expe?ted loss for the 
decisions with i E gm has ]g,] Rk(EN,m(a)) as an approximate upper bound 
(for I%?,,] the size of %Q. Upon accomplishing this it is immediate that an 
approximate upper bound for (1) is Ci = r ] gm ] N- ‘R k(EN,,(a)), which is no 
more than Rk(E,(a)) by the fact that E,(a) = C”, =, ] @m ] N- ‘E,,,(a) and by 
the concavity of Rk(.). The argument for sequence versions is similar except 
that one will typically decide 6 E,,,(,,)(XJ in problem i E g,, where Ei,Ja) is 
an estimate of the empiric distribution of {O,,j such that j < i and j E @m ). 
As an example of the power of the above argument note that if both 0 and 
~.4 are finite then both the parameter set Ok and action space &’ of the P 
problem are finite. So Van Ryzin’s [ 15, 161 unextended m x n component set 
and sequence work providing uniform in sequences of Bi)s O(N-I’*) 
convergence of (1) - R(E,) or (2) - R(E,) to 0 for bootstrap rules can yield 
rules with (1) - Rk(E,(a)) or (2) - Rk(E,(a)) bounded by CN-“* uniform 
in sequences of 0;s as an immediate corollary. This separation technique is 
thus important in its own right, but is even more valuable when one sees that 
it can be used as a tool in producing admissible compound rules with risk 
having Rk(E,(a)) as an asymptotic upper bound for appropriate a. 
3. ADMISSIBLE (BAYES) COMPOUNDS DECISION RULES WITH 
OPTIMAL k-EXTENDED RISK BEHAVIOR FOR FINITE @ 
A solution to the problem of finding Bayes rules with risk (1) or (2) near 
k-extended standards can be motivated by first making two relatively simple 
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observations. In the first place, note that if G is a prior distribution for 8, 
then the Bayes compound risk of a rule 6 is 
i=-, JJ 
in the set case. In the sequence case the Bayes compound risk is 
(3) 
where Gi is the marginal of G on the first i coordinates. The problem of 
minimizing (3) or (4) by choice of 6 reduces to the problem minimizing each 
summand individually. It is thus apparent that a compound Bayes rule 
versus G is of the form 6ot,(X,,) in problem i, where 
and 
in the set case and is of the form doI in problem i in the sequence case. 
That is, Bayes compound rules are easily describable in terms of r* Bayes 
rules. 
Secondly, note that fixing some (say, k - I) arguments of a p Bayes rule 
(none of which is the last) typically produces a rule which is r’ Bayes versus 
a conditional distribution of the remaining parameters given the fixed 
arguments. More precisely, for p and y two disjoint ordered subsets of 
( 1, 2 ,..., k} with p U y = { 1, 2 ,..., k}, p of size 1 and /I, = k, 
where H* is a conditional distribution of rig given X,. For 8 = { 1,2,..., M} 
situations this may be established by proceeding as in (2) and (3) of 
Vardeman [ 181. That is, for ,u a sigma finite measure dominating P, ,..., PM 
and fe = dP,/dp, subject to measurability considerations we may choose 
&Ax) = m a minimizing q& Wk, a) G(tl) ,fi f&A 
which can be rewritten as 
6,(x) = an a minimizing c L(tlk9 a) ~L,,(xJ (c G(n) nf.,(xJ) . 
3 ice t is7 
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With these two observations in mind, one important aspect of the work of 
Gilliland et al. [8] and Gilliland and Hannan [7] becomes evident. For 
0 = ( 1, 2,..., M} they have been able to produce large classes of G for which 
the conditional distribution of Bi given X, ,..., Xi_ t, Xi+, ,..., X, is uniformly 
in ON L, consistent for EN. Coupled with conditions that allow reduction of 
the question of convergence of risk to R(E,) to the question of consistency 
of estimates of E, their work then gives finite 0 Bayes compound rules with 
(1) or (2) near R(E,). 
Further, a possible method for finding Bayes rules with (1) or (2) near 
Rk(E,(a)) is suggested. Namely, one might well search for priors G for 
which the conditional distribution of fJ,, given all Xi with j & a, approximates 
E,(a) in the set case or for which the conditional distribution of 8, given all 
Xi with j < i and j &ai approximates Ei(a) in the sequence problem. 
There is some evidence, however, that it may not be possible to carry out 
this program for the usual choice of a. That is, if one views the conditional 
distribution of 8,, given the other Xj as a “noisy” version of the conditional 
distribution of OUi given the other 0, one is not much encouraged by 
LEMMA 3.1. Let k = 2, 0 be finite and G, be the marginal on the first n 
coordinates, of G, a distribution on 0” such that G,,(tI,) > 0 for all 0,. If G 
is such that for each 19’ and & 
GZn(L2, @, W/Gz,-2(L-2) - E2n@)(@9 @‘I+0 
uniformly in 0 E O”, then 
GZn-,(e2n-3, e’, w/G,,-,(e,,-,) - Eda)w @> -4 
for each t?’ and 0” only $0 is such that 
E,(a)(el, P) - E,,(P) E,(P) + 0 
for each 8’ and 0”. 
Proof. Write 
%-I@*“-33 @, @YG,“-,(fL-3) (5) 
as 
( 
co,,, GZn(e2n-3, e’, e”, ey zetr G2n--1(e2n-39 e’, 07 
G*n-de*“-33 0’) )( 1 G,“-,(%-3) * (6) 
If (5) - E,,,- ,(a)(&, 0”) + 0 the second term in (6) is approximately I&,(0’) 
for large n. And the hypotheses imply that the first term in (6) is approx- 
imately Ezn(ey for large n. I 
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A similar lemma could be proved for k > 2. The lemma has the 
implication that no distribution on W’ with each G,(0,) > 0 can produce 
conditional distributions of f& given ei-k+l uniformly in 8 approximating 
Ei(a). This fact would seem to be particularly damaging to the hope of 
carrying out the suggested method of producing Bayes sequence compound 
rules with (2) near Rk(E,(a)) for the usual a. Indeed when searching for 
Bayes compound procedures with optimal k-extended risk behavior, a other 
than the usual choice are important. 
Before going on, let us briefly recapitulate the main ideas of the paper to 
this point. First, by choosing k-tuples a,, a*,..., a,,, one may specify the 
quantity Rk(E,(a)) as an asymptotic risk objective for a compound decision 
procedure. Choice of the ai allows one flexibility in applications. They 
should be chosen bearing in mind with entries of X, are to be available for 
the ith decision and what kinds of empirical dependencies in 8, one hopes to 
exploit. For no choice of ai, however, does Rk(E,(a)) exceed the usual 
compound risk objective R(E,). 
Second, in terms of producing rules with risk near Rk(E,(a)) it is desirable 
to be able to partition { I,2 ,..., N} into p classes @, ,.,,, gP wherein X, and X, 
with i #j and i, j E gm are independent. When this is done, applications of 
unextended arguments to the p separate sets of decisions and the concavity 
of the envelope Rk can result in “easy” asymptotic solutions to k-extended 
compound problems. 
Finally, viewing the coordinates of finite 0 Bayes compound (and Bayes 
sequence compound) rules as r’ Bayes versus certain conditional 
distributions of entries of 8, given other entries of X, suggests a method of 
searching for Bayes solutions to k-extended problems. With a proper choice 
of a, and recognition of appropriate corresponding @, we will apply existing 
results to produce Bayes compound rules with optimal k-extended risk 
behavior. 
3.1. Solutions for Set Versions 
Suppose that a is selected such that 
(a) for 1 < i < k, a, is a permutation of (1,2,..., k) ending in i and 
(b) for k < i < [N/k] k, ai can be obtained by adding i - i’ to each 
entry of ai, where 1 Q i’ < k and i = i’ (mod k). 
(The k = 2 example a* used in the previous section is of course of this type.) 
For such a we can apply the work of Gilliland and Hannan [7] and find 
priors G whose associated Bayes compound rules have (1) - Rk(E,(a)) 
asymptotically non-positive. 
That is (temporarily supposing N = nk for an integer n), their consistency 
results imply that at least under some regularity conditions on the P, there 
683/10/3-I I 
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are G such that conditional distribution of each (0,,+ i ,..., BCi+ ,,& given Y, = 
(X I?-**> xk), y* = (Xk+ * 9***3 x2k)3*-.~ yj = (x(i- *)k+ 1 T.--T Xi/o, Yj+ * 9--e) Y, is 
uniformly in 0,, L, consistent for the empiric distribution of the vectors of 
parameters (0, ,..., e,), (0,+, ,..., 0,,) ,..., (e,,- ,jk+ , ,..., Bnk). One such G can be 
obtained by taking G(0,,) proportional to 
FI (#[(B(i-1)k+17.**, Bik) = q, i= 1, 2 ,..., n]!). 
wek 
(As an indication of why this G induces the consistency property, note that 
G(8,,) depends on 6,,, only through the empiric distribution of the blocks of 
parameters (0 .- (I ,jk+ i ,..., ojik), i = 1, 2 ,..., n. And the given G is diffuse on the 
possible empiric distributions of these blocks. In fact, it places equal total 
mass on the various collections of 8,, with a given empiric distribution.) 
Then if the p construct is such that set compound risk considerations 
with it as the component problem reduce to consistency considerations (for 
instance, the existence of a finite upper bound for Rk(., .) and the lack of 
pairwise otthogonality among the P,, for TV E Ok suffice for this, as a conse- 
quence of Gilliland and Hannan [6]), we apply the partitioning argument of 
Section 2. That is, we separate the original problem into k compound 
subproblems corresponding to the partition %?,, = {integers 1 to nk of the 
form jk + m for some integer j}, m = 1,2,..., k. For each i E G$m the Bayes 
compound decision in component i is of the form 
where HT is the conditional distribution of tI,, given the vector of obser- 
vations from all components except those with index in ai. But the 
conditional distributions are uniformly L, consistent for E,,,m(a) (this 
abbreviation was introduced in Section 2) since fIGi is but a permuted version 
of SOme (e(~-l)k+19.~~~ 8,k) and EN,, (a) is obtained by a corresponding 
rearrangement of the empiric distribution of these n blocks of parameters. 
We then conclude that the total expected loss for the decisions with i E Vm 
approximates nRk(EN,,(a)), from which it follows that (1) has Rk(E,(a)) as 
an approximate upper bound. 
If N is not a multiple of k we use a prior of the form 
for G as above and G” a distribution on @“‘-‘[Niklk with support all of this 
set. Since G’ is of a product form the Bayes compound decision in 
components i < [N/kJ k will be as above so that if the p problem risk is 
bounded by B, the total expected loss has 
[N/k] kRk(E INlklkta)) + B(N - [N/k] k) 
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as an approximate upper bound, which in turn implies that (1) has Rk(E,(a)) 
as an approximate upper bound. 
As an example of precisely what results can follow from these arguments 
we state a result for M x n component problems. 
THEOREM 3.2. If, for 0 = { 1, 2,..., M} and d = {l, 2 ,..., n}, 
0 < L(0, a) <B, the distributions P, for 8 E 0 are mutually absolutely 
continuous then there exists a constant K such that untformly in N, and 8,, 
for G’ a distribution on ON of the form G x G” for G a distribution on 
@tN’klk with G(6 IN,k,k, proportional to 
FI (#[(e(i-l)k+l,...,eik)=fl for 1 <i< [N/k]]!) 
we’ 
and G” a distribution on @-(Nlk’k with support all of this set, the admissible 
compound rule of the form 
ST(X) = the smallest a minimizing c L(ni, a) G’(q) fi f&Y,) 
WC+’ j=l 
has risk (1) bounded above by 
R k(EN(a)) + KN- “’ log N. 
3.2. Solutions for Sequence Versions 
The kind of sequence compound results derivable from use of priors 
similar to those considered thus far are probably intrinsically weaker than 
the set results, but worth discussing as the rules can benefit from some k- 
extended asymptotic risk behavior. 
Note first that since in the typical application of sequence compound rules 
N will not be known in advance, the problem of specifying usable rules 
whose risk (2) is admissible for each N is most naturally attacked in terms of 
specifying a prior distribution for 0” whose marginal on the first N 
coordinates has support @ for each N. As was noted in the k = 1 two state 
case in Vardeman [ 181, the distributions of Gilliland et al. [8] (1976) and 
Gilliland and Hannan [7] can be recognized as marginals of such 
distributions on 0”. For example, it is straightforward to verify that there 
exists a distribution on 0” whose marginal on the first nk coordinates is 
such that the probability assigned to fl,, is proportional to 
,Ek (#[et;- IJk+ ,,..., eik) = % i = 1, 29-p n]!>. 
Thus a rule that in problem i uses a ri decision rule versus the marginal on 
the first i coordinates of such a distribution will have admissible risk (2) for 
each N. 
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Consider what kind of asymptotic risk behavior we might hope for from 
such a rule. The decision in problem i is ri-tilklk Bayes versus the 
conditional distribution of (19,~,~,~+ I ,..., ei) given XIiiklk. This conditional is 
simply a marginal of the conditional distribution Of (Bli,klk+ 1 ,..., B,li,kl+ ,)k), 
which is itself typically consistent for the empiric distribution of (0, ,..., e,), 
(ok+ , ,***9 eZk),“*, (‘([i/k)- l)k+ I Y*) B,,,,,). We thus might expect the total 
expected loss in problems i E gm = {integers 1 to N of the form jk + m for an 
integer j) to have as an approximate upper bound 
(IV- mP1 + 1)WJ%.nJ~ 
where E,,, is the empiric distribution of the vectors (ejk+ i ,..., ejk+,) for 
0 <j < (N - m)/k. Risk (2) can thus be expected to have as an approximate 
upper bound 
k 
N-l c UP - mIlkI + 1) ~mRvn)~ 
??I=1 
Note that several useful upper bounds for (7) are easily established using 
the monotonicity in k and concavity of the minimum p Bayes risks Rk. In 
the first place, (7) is no more than R(E,) since each Rm(E,,,) is bounded 
above by R evaluated at the marginal distribution on its final coordinate and 
R is concave. On the other hand, for G,, G2,..., G,-, arbitrary distri- 
butions on @I,..., Ok-‘, (7) is easily bounded above by 
Rk(Ck=, N-i ([(iV-- m)/k] + l)(G,-, x EN,,J). Other bounds in terms of 
Rm for a single m < k are similarly derived. 
In addition to conditions on the P, and the distribution on Om sufficient 
to ensure the applicability of the consistency results of Gilliland and 
Hannan, one can expect to have to impose some smoothness condition on 
the components problem in order to prove (2)-(7) has 0 as an asymptotic 
upper bound. It is well known in the unextended bootstrap case that either 
nondegeneracy conditions on the estimate gi or smoothness conditions on R 
have been needed to establish R(E,,,) as an approximate upper bound for the 
risk of the usual sequence compound rules. 
As a particular example of the kind of sequence results that can be derived 
using the ideas of this paper we state a result for the case where the 
component problem is the two state classification component of Vardeman 
[ 181. That is, consider a situation where 0 = JS? = { 1, 2}, P, and P, are 
distinct mutually absolutely continuous distributions and the loss is 
qe, U) = 0 for e=a 
=L, for 0= 1 and a=2 
=L, for 8=2 and a= 1 
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for positive reals L, and L,. Let ,u = P, + P,, fe = dP$dp for 8 = 1, 2, 
p =fi/f, and abbreviate L,/L, as L. 
THEOREM 3.3. Zf j p’(x) dp(x) <B for j = f2 and a constant 1 <B < co 
and there exist reals y E (0, 1 ] and c such that for 0 < a < b < 1 
then there exists a constant K such that the admissible sequence compound 
rule of the form 
ST(Xi) = the smallest a minimizing c L(ni, a) Gi(q) fi f,,(X,) 
nEf3i j=l 
for Gi the marginal of a distribution on 0” assigning marginal probability to 
8,,, proportional to &,k(#[(8,,- ,)k+ 1 ,..., eik) = 11 i = 1,2 ,..., n]!) has 
(2~(7) < KWy/‘(log N)y 
forallN>l and0EW. 
Proof First write 
(2) = &=N-’ -f L(B,, @(Xi)) 
i=l 
=BN-’ i 2 L(f&ST(X,)) 
m=l ic’y, 
and thus consider bounding each 8 Cisv,,, L(8,, @(Xi)). A fundamental 
inequality in sequence compound work (see, e.g., Lemma 1 of Vardeman 
[ 171) implies that 
so 
g C L(ei, @(Xi>) < ([(N- m)/k] + l)Rm(E,,A 
ie4, 
+ C a(L(ei, sy(xi)) - Ltei, &i,m(Xi-m+ * 3*-v xi)))* (8) 
i&, 
The function 
h,,,(x) = the smallest a minimizing ,gm L(n,, a) Ei,,(q) fi f,(xj) 
j=l 
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is F Bayes versus Ei,, so that rewriting this as 
&Jx) = 1 if ~(4 <L ( C t3ew-1 Ei.m(t19 l) mfil f,(x,jJ) j=l 
=2 otherwise (9) 
and recognizing that @(Xi) can be expressed in the form 
SyyX,) = 1 if p(&> <L (,Eze, Ei,m(t), l) klLj(xj+i-mI) 
j=l 
X (qEzml Bi,*(tl~2) ~'f(xj+i-mI)-' 
j=l 
=2 otherwise, (10) 
where for y E 0” 
Ei,rn(Y) = ( q 
11~8 --m 
Gi(tl, Y) ‘fif,(xj)) ( C G,(q) ‘fi.fqj(Xj)) -’ 
j=l qeei j=l 
= Iem (,.$em Gi-m+k(t)~ Y9 PI ‘fff,Vj)) j=l 
X Gi-m+k(t)) ‘flfJXj1) -’ 
j=l 
= T I?!? i-m+k(Y~ B>T pee -m 
it is apparent that we may bound the sum on the right of (8) by 
iz L,gZ[Lti < p(Xi) <Lr,] + 
with @,:I 
L*bz[Lri < p(x ) 4Lr^i],( l l) 
ieFm 
with t+=2 
where ri and ?, are respectively the ratios of sums appearing in expressions 
(9) and (10) for 4i.mn(~i-m+l,..., X,) and 67(X,). Our plan is to show that 
there exists a constant K’ independent of N and 8 such that any of the 
summands in (11) is bounded above by K’((i - m)/k + l)-y/2 (log N)’ from 
which the advertised conclusion will follow. 
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So consider bounding a typical term. 
for 
and where a similar formula holds for di with Ei,, replacing Ei,,. By the 
second assumption on p we have 
B1[qj <L(L +p(Ij))-’ < Qi] <Ca (qj-~jly* 
With si, ir, C, and fi respectively the numerators and denominators of qi and 
Bi, 
B ]qj  - Bjly= a I(Sjt;: - ~jtj)(tjt;:)-‘IY 
and the work of Gilliland and Hannan [7] implies that there is a constant K” 
independent of 8 and n > 2 such that for each tl E Ok 
g b%k.k(fl) - &k.k(tl)l < K”n-“2 loi? n 
so that for i > 2k 
Bl~~-SI~lf;l~M~-“K”((i--)/k+ 1)-“210g((i-m)/k+ 1) 
m-1 
NOW tlT ’ < Mm w!-,‘fo,(Xj+ i-m), where p E 0” is a maximizer of 
E,,,(p), whence B ISi - fil t;’ < K”((k - m)/k + 1)-1’2 log((i - m)/k + 1) 
M2m+k-2B(m-‘)‘2. Further, we can use similar techniques to bound 8 I fi - fil 
Sli(tiii)-‘. Namely, if B*(X,-,) is an element of 0” maximizing Ei,,(.), we 
have 
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so that 
< B”-‘II~~+~K”((~ - m)/k + 1)-“2 log((i - m)/k + l), 
which completes the proof. I 
The above proof is similar in spirit to that of Theorem 4.2 of Vardeman 
[ 181 but is complicated considerably by the k-extended nature of the risk 
objective. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have demonstrated the existence of both bootstrap and Bayes 
procedures with asymptotic risk profiting from empirical dependencies in 9,. 
The type of dependency exploited in the Bayes case (describable in terms of 
choice of a) has of course been dictated by the type of prior distribution 
used. Results for other types of a probably await consistency of posterior 
results other than those now available. 
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